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I asked the theologian I'm dr. Randy                                            
white on this Monday morning glad to see                                        
you today hopefully you are ready to                                            
begin a great week in studying the word                                         
and walking in the word and learning                                            
from the Lord through his word and today                                        
we'll get into the word take your                                               
questions biblical theological worldview                                        
questions happy to take them we already                                         
have a question here in this morning                                            
from Tara and the question has to do                                            
with Saints on the Saints list she has a                                        
good question why did you exclude 1st                                           
Corinthians 1:2 14 3 Jude 3:1 1st                                               
Thessalonians 3:13 and first Timothy 5                                          
Tim these theme they would fit your                                             
criteria now she is referring to our                                            
study of who are the Saints Thank You                                           
Tara and we've got let's see turns out                                          
my little button didn't work there                                              
rather they'll get to it here but I                                             
wanted to show you that spreadsheet                                             
there we go you can't read that                                                 
obviously but this is the spreadsheet to                                        
which she refers which has the various                                          
scriptures that have saints you notice                                          
some color coding and there are a couple                                        
of things I'm gonna bring this up to                                            
size just a little bit there is the text                                        
in which we are in this particular list                                         
in biblical order and then the passage                                          
itself is given right there my comments                                         
on the passage and then what we've got                                          
here are two criteria that I went by one                                        
are these Jews and I put a yes for yes                                          
they're Jews and an M for maybe they're                                         
Jews and an in for no they're not Jews                                          
and then in the I had the same criteria                                         
for the kingdom era that is is this a                                           
time in which the kingdom is being                                              
offered                                                                         
I put an M for maybe a yes for Y for yes                                        
and an inferno now if I had two y's then                                        
I gave that a green light a green light                                         
because                                                                         
it is my assumption which you should                                            
question it is my assumption that Saints                                        
is a term used the Holy Ones we search                                          
the scripture to say who are the Holy                                           
Ones this is just a search of the New                                           
Testament I might remind you that the                                           
term is used many many times in the Old                                         
Testament and that really we should use                                         
the the light that the Old Testament has                                        
shed before we even come into the New                                           
Testament and the Old Testament I can                                           
tell you without even showing the study                                         



is exclusively if it's talking about                                            
people who are Holy Ones they're going                                          
to be Jews and it's about the kingdom                                           
that's basically what the Hebrew                                                
Scriptures are about anyway so you can                                          
understand that but the Jews are chosen                                         
to be holy so my assumption is the                                              
Saints are the same people in the New                                           
Testament as they are an Old Testament                                          
so Jewish people of a kingdom era so                                            
that's two yeses I gave it the green                                            
light now if they are like this first                                           
one definitely Jews but maybe a kingdom                                         
era or this one down here maybe they're                                         
Jews and they're definitely of the                                              
kingdom era I gave those a yellow light                                         
saying let's proceed with caution and                                           
see what we can do here now one other                                           
thing I did is if they're not Jews and                                          
not a kingdom era then I gave them a red                                        
light and I believe let me go through                                           
this I believe I just had one that is                                           
used right here Jude 14 chapter 1 verse                                         
14                                                                              
Enoch the seventh from Adam prophesied                                          
saying these behold the Lord cometh with                                        
ten thousands of his Saints now that                                            
brings us all up to speed on Tara's                                             
question on the Saints list why did you                                         
exclude she mentions these various                                              
passages and the the first part of the                                          
question is why I don't know why I                                              
excluded them I think probably                                                  
I know that I have studied these                                                
passages in here and I think probably it                                        
was an error in getting them on to the                                          
list I think you have caught an error                                           
there thank you for that                                                        
but let's look at a few of them like                                            
first Corinthians chapter 1 verse 2 says                                        
unto the Church of God which is at                                              
Corinth to them that are sanctified in                                          
Christ Jesus called notice to be is                                             
inserted right here so literally they                                           
are let's go over here to the Youngs                                            
literal sanctified in Christ called                                             
Saints that is it was really no like                                            
mystical thing going on here hey the                                            
people we call Saints we don't call                                             
everybody Saints the people we call                                             
stains then this is I'm writing to you                                          
to those who are called Saints with all                                         
that in every place call upon the name                                          
of our Lord so he's adding on here so                                           
both theirs and ours there's an arse                                            
there's an arse there's an arse there's                                         
an arse there's an arse why do I repeat                                         
that so much because we've got two                                              
groups of people here theirs and ours we                                        
cannot say these are the same these are                                         
all one                                                                         
if so Paul was a little sloppy with his                                         



language he shouldn't have said there's                                         
nurse so you're exactly right that fits                                         
my criteria there I would say this is                                           
talking about those Jewish believers in                                         
the kingdom era let's look at Jude verse                                        
3 and I did include I believe it was a                                          
Jude verse 14 we already looked at Jude                                         
verse 3 beloved when I gave all                                                 
diligence to write unto you of the                                              
common salvation it was needed for me to                                        
write to you and exhort to you that you                                         
should earnestly contend for the faith                                          
that was once delivered unto the Saints                                         
hmm to whom was the faith delivered the                                         
Gentile people did they                                                         
receive it you can't even bring up that                                         
argument as a matter of fact there's                                            
even an argument about Luke's unbeliev                                          
look as a Gentile I don't believe Luke                                          
is a Gentile and if I'm correct there                                           
then there's not anyone receiving the                                           
faith and Luke is is not one who                                                
received anything he wrote under the                                            
inspiration of God of the Holy Spirit                                           
but he was not like Peter or like Paul                                          
receiving any Oracles of God he is a a                                          
journalist if you will a journalist                                             
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit                                        
no doubt but the faith was not delivered                                        
unto Luke it was passed on under the                                            
inspiration of God by Luke and Luke                                             
right even he gives him the introduction                                        
you know the things which they had seen                                         
now so you're right that that fits these                                        
are Jewish people that's to whom the                                            
faith was delivered let's look at                                               
another one of these first Timothy                                              
chapter 5 verse 10 I'm skipping some of                                         
these pardon me but first Peter chapter                                         
5 verse 10 well reported or four good                                           
works if she have brought up children                                           
she had lodged strangers she has washed                                         
the Saints feet if she has afflicted the                                        
relieved the afflicted you know it would                                        
be interesting to carry this out wash to                                        
the Saints feet that sounds an awful lot                                        
like what Jesus did and like what he                                            
told them to go and do it sounds an                                             
awful lot like a Jewish kind of thing                                           
that is going maybe he's speaking                                               
metaphorically here and not literally                                           
washed the Saints feet but I think that                                         
if if he means it more metaphorically                                           
what does he mean by large strangers and                                        
what does he mean by relieved the                                               
afflicted does he mean that                                                     
metaphorically it seems like it's a list                                        
of kind of concrete activities that were                                        
taking place and here I think very much                                         
might put a yellow light on it                                                  
rather than green but it seems to fit                                           
all of this so I appreciate you bringing                                        



out the point there that's somewhere in                                         
the in the creation of that particular                                          
document those passages were left out                                           
I'll look into those some more and see                                          
even to make sure that we haven't done                                          
anything now this is an issue I might                                           
add that let me say just a couple of                                            
things about my position on the stains                                          
first of all maybe I'm the only buddy                                           
only buddy how's that for good English                                          
maybe I'm the only buddy that that holds                                        
this and some of you that I have                                                
convinced I have not as I as I have                                             
studied various commentaries and whatnot                                        
granted I'm not an expert on everything                                         
that everybody wrote but I have not run                                         
across someone teaching this I've run                                           
across a lot of people who disagree with                                        
it                                                                              
and yet I find their disagreements to be                                        
weak I find their disagreements to be                                           
sloppy                                                                          
I find that their disagreements really                                          
create more problems than they do solve                                         
now does that mean they're wrong and I'm                                        
right                                                                           
no it doesn't but it does mean that it's                                        
not so simple just to say huh-uh we're                                          
the Saints it's not that simple you                                             
really got to go into some in-depth work                                        
on it my friend Brian Ross disagrees                                            
with me on this and he's just done a                                            
study which I have not watched yet I                                            
will because he's a great intellect and                                         
we'll check that out and he never does                                          
just the argument but up to this point I                                        
have not seen an argument that shows to                                         
me that everybody who is a believer is                                          
one of those who is called holy and so I                                        
don't refer to st. Terra and st. mark                                           
and Saint Randi because I don't think                                           
that Terra mark nor Randi are Saints in                                         
the sense that the Bible uses them now                                          
if you backup more broadly again take                                           
the Old Testament Scriptures and in the                                         
Hebrew Scriptures what you find is                                              
Saints is used either of people who are                                         
Jews because they are the ones that have                                        
the call upon them to be holy or it's                                           
used of angelic beings and that by the                                          
way in that particular read word here                                           
behold the Lord cometh with ten                                                 
thousands of his Saints I'm not even                                            
convinced these are people I think that                                         
you know literally ten thousand of his                                          
holy ones but I think it could be angels                                        
just like has used many times in the Old                                        
Testament and of course Jude a half                                             
brother of our Lord dealing with the the                                        
nation of Israel it fits that he would                                          
be using the term Saints I in a very                                            
Hebrew manner so let me back up to what                                         



I was saying here am I in the minority                                          
absolutely does that mean I'm wrong no                                          
it doesn't the majority is not always                                           
right the majority can get into a                                               
groupthink and group think is very hard                                         
to get out of but I would propose you                                           
don't don't be dismissive of the the                                            
idea that maybe we're not st. just go                                           
ahead and you know try to put the work                                          
through on it and see what the                                                  
possibility is see what the problems are                                        
it would be interesting and I did not do                                        
this on this passage but go through this                                        
passage here and substitute Gentile                                             
believers through here and how many                                             
times does it fit that these can be                                             
Gentile believers I think you're gonna                                          
create some problems now second thing I                                         
would say here is this a matter over                                            
which I would lose fellowship with                                              
someone absolutely not this is a matter                                         
of very precise Bible study which I                                             
think we should do and sometimes when                                           
you do by precise Bible study people get                                        
mad at you because they liked the broad                                         
brush because we can all fit under the                                          
big tent and I think that we ought to                                           
learn to do precise Bible study without                                         
getting mad at                                                                  
together we ought to learn to do precise                                        
Bible study and be able to say I'm not                                          
seeing it that way I there is another                                           
way to see it there is this possibility                                         
here and what if this is not the case                                           
and and then try to prove things to be                                          
true or to be not true thank you Tara                                           
for pointing that out appreciate you and                                        
let's go on to Mike's question Mike from                                        
YouTube's most preaching I hear today is                                        
three points and an application mostly                                          
out of context yeah you've been                                                 
listening to the same preaching and                                             
everybody else has been listening to out                                        
there you're right do you think                                                 
preaching has excuse me let me say that                                         
differently do you think preaching has                                          
to have an application and what                                                 
definition would you give for preaching                                         
okay                                                                            
let me go back to the way that I was                                            
taught preaching now I went to seminary                                         
in the late 80s and they taught then                                            
what I presume is still the same method                                         
that preaching professors are using                                             
today which believe it or not was it was                                        
published or printed in the 1800s by a                                          
guy named John Broadus if you're                                                
Southern Baptist in you know Southern                                           
Baptist history maybe you may know the                                          
name of John brought us from Southern                                           
Seminary in Southern Baptist life                                               
there's a a an imprint from the                                                 



publisher called Broadman and that is                                           
the compilation of John Broadman brought                                        
Broadus and manly somebody manly oh                                             
it'll come to me here in a moment two                                           
words put together may Broadman so John                                         
broadest was very influential in                                                
Southern Baptists life and he taught                                            
theology and he taught preaching and he                                         
wrote a book about preaching in the                                             
1800s if I had just a few minutes I                                             
could give you the title of it and in                                           
that book he taught the same thing they                                         
were teaching in the 1980s as in the                                            
1880s for a hundred years                                                       
how to teach preaching had not                                                  
changed and this is where I say we start                                        
parenting things and the Christian world                                        
is terrible at parroting things and we                                          
parrot it over and over and over and                                            
over again until it becomes the gospel                                          
truth so what he taught and I think this                                        
is beyond Southern Baptist seminaries by                                        
the way what he taught is here's how you                                        
preach you go to the text you create a                                          
thesis and I think that's wrong right                                           
there he says you create a thesis that                                          
is to say here is the point I want to                                           
make from this scripture I want this                                            
scripture to say this and then you                                              
create your outline on the thesis not on                                        
the text itself so immediately it's                                             
going away now then with your thesis and                                        
you're creating your outline you take                                           
each point of your you take your thesis                                         
and you put it out into a logical                                               
argument and you then for each point you                                        
have three parts he taught that you have                                        
explanation illustration application so                                         
for example God so loved the world let                                          
me explain this world here means world                                          
world there means world world world                                             
world everywhere I see world it means                                           
world so a world means world I've                                               
explained it let me give you an                                                 
illustration                                                                    
Lottie moon went to China she loved                                             
people in China Hudson Taylor went to                                           
India he he he loved people in India God                                        
love people in China and in India and                                           
you should the the application is you                                           
should give to the Lottie Moon Christmas                                        
offering for international missions now                                         
that's that is the way Southern Baptist                                         
and I would say just mostly all                                                 
evangelical preaching works give a                                              
little bit of explanation give an                                               
illustration that warms the heart stirs                                         
the soul makes you cry or makes you                                             
laugh and then an application is what I                                         
the preacher think you should do based                                          
upon the fact that God so loved the                                             
world that a plea is the heart of the                                           



preaching it's the heart of the sermon                                          
in modern preaching I don't think                                               
it should be I think that when a man                                            
stands to preach the word he should                                             
explain the Word of God                                                         
I think the Word of God applies itself I                                        
think the Word of God illustrates itself                                        
I think the church would be world's                                             
better if it would say when we sit in                                           
the church to hear preaching what we                                            
want to hear is the explanation of the                                          
Word of God                                                                     
any kind of illustration any kind of                                            
application that's that that's minimal                                          
maybe it's the icing on the cake if you                                         
will it's the free stuff I'm gonna take                                         
it or I'm gonna leave it in the                                                 
evangelical world what happened is                                              
application became primary and so we                                            
raised a generation of kids who had 18                                          
years they never miss church they went                                          
to church they went to Bible School                                             
every year they went to youth camp every                                        
year they did you know all the all the                                          
disciple nails and the lock-ins and                                             
everything else they were involved in                                           
all of it for 18 years and every time                                           
they went to church they got application                                        
and now they're 18 years old and they                                           
don't know the Bible at all they cannot                                         
pass the basic Bible Quiz why because                                           
they have 18 years of application                                               
it was application that 90% of it didn't                                        
apply to them anyway because it just so                                         
happens that we're all a little bit                                             
different it just so happens that we all                                        
have our own lives our own needs their                                          
own problems our own issues all that                                            
kind of stuff                                                                   
so application is always just sort of                                           
generally based out there and therefore                                         
rarely is it all that life-changing but                                         
the Word of God does not come back void                                         
so what if we just came and said today I                                        
am preaching John chapter 3 and the                                             
application is when you leave today                                             
you'll know what John chapter 3 said                                            
what a difference that would make if a                                          
child had 18 years of that if for all of                                        
his life a child immediately when he                                            
came into                                                                       
you know the cradle roll and then later                                         
he was in his preschool sunday-school                                           
class and all these kinds of things if                                          
he was just taught the content of the                                           
Word of God not that you know I don't                                           
even think we need God loves you God                                            
made the Sun God makes flowers God made                                         
mommy and God made daddy how about do                                           
you know that Genesis 1:1 says in the                                           
beginning God created the heavens in the                                        
earth on the first day God created time                                         



and space on the second day God created                                         
a firmament above and affirm it but you                                         
know my grandson is three years old and                                         
he could learn those things and to teach                                        
him the days of creation really is far                                          
more important than the application that                                        
God made that frog you're wanting to                                            
catch God made that that will come that                                         
will be natural if we teach the content                                         
of Genesis chapter one and when once                                            
we're done with Genesis chapter two                                             
which actor one we could go to Genesis                                          
chapter 2 now your question is do you                                           
think preaching has to have application                                         
no I don't I think the world thinks                                             
preaching has to have application I                                             
think the church thinks preaching has to                                        
have application I think that if you                                            
give preaching without application                                              
people are going to say well that's                                             
boring but that's the church's problem                                          
and I don't think we should condescend                                          
down to that in order to say well okay I                                        
guess I'm gonna give application now                                            
here's what happens in seminaries if you                                        
you know preacher sermon in in the                                              
seminary preaching lab and the                                                  
professors there and you don't have                                             
explanation illustration application all                                        
you have is explanation you're gonna get                                        
a bad grade they're going to tell you                                           
that's not good preaching they're going                                         
to tell you that's not the kind of                                              
preaching that works you get a c-minus                                          
maybe a D if they give those anymore and                                        
that is because you know all you are                                            
teaching is what Haggai said where's the                                        
illustration where's the application I                                          
mean you could have started a church                                            
building program                                                                
you've done that right you're never                                             
gonna grow your church and we have so                                           
much issue there                                                                
so what definition would I give for                                             
preaching its the proclamation of God's                                         
Word preaching is proclaiming it is                                             
proclaiming God's Word and proclaiming                                          
it rightly divided proclaiming it                                               
accurately in you know helping people to                                        
interpret it                                                                    
it is the preacher having the benefit of                                        
as you give me being able to spend my                                           
time looking and studying I just                                                
happened to be open to Daniel chapter 5                                         
and here's Belshazzar the king and for                                          
me to be able to look and do some study                                         
and know and understand Belshazzar the                                          
king so that I can give some historical                                         
background there so that I can                                                  
adequately proclaim the Word of God that                                        
is preaching is it going to apply to                                            
your life someday somewhere somehow do I                                        



need to apply it not necessarily now I                                          
am a product of Southern Baptist                                                
preaching classes and Southern Baptist                                          
pressure groups that does a oh you got                                          
to have illustration you got to have                                            
application so it's it's become somewhat                                        
natural for me and I think for every                                            
preacher you come along and you just say                                        
you know what that reminds me of                                                
something I saw on the news this week                                           
there's a lot of similarity I don't                                             
think there's a problem with that but                                           
that really is again kind of free stuff                                         
that is given ok let's move over to                                             
Vimeo we got pastor Roger mark chapter                                          
10 verse 15                                                                     
Jesus is talking to the Jews how could a                                        
Jew receive the kingdom as a little                                             
child a child would not have understood                                         
repentance though what point is Jesus                                           
making thank you Pastor Roger out in                                            
Fresno and we're gonna follow that up by                                        
Pastor Rick out in Fresno isn't it                                              
amazing that there are two pastors in                                           
the same town that have a Bible just                                            
amazing mark chapter 10                                                         
15 verily I say unto you whosoever shall                                        
not receive the kingdom of God as a                                             
little child he shall not enter therein                                         
now in the context of course Jesus saw I                                        
saw it let's back up just a little bit                                          
more they brought young children to him                                         
that he should touch them and his                                               
disciples rebuked those that brought                                            
them and when Jesus thought he was much                                         
displeased much displeased because the                                          
disciples rebuked those that brought the                                        
children instead unto them stuff of the                                         
little children to come unto me and                                             
forbid them not for of such is the                                              
kingdom of God verily I say unto you                                            
whosoever shall not receive the kingdom                                         
of God as a little child he shall not                                           
enter therein let's look at the the                                             
Greek here I believe as we go in here                                           
let's see whosoever the the shall not                                           
receive not should receive the kingdom                                          
as it's an adverb here so the manner of                                         
receiving is a little child in no wise                                          
shall enter I believe this is the                                               
whoever shall enter into it he shall not                                        
enter therein okay so looks like we have                                        
very accurate translation as long as we                                         
understand the as receiving is as the                                           
adverb as a little child would receive                                          
it now the question is how could they                                           
receive the kingdom as a little child a                                         
child would not have understood                                                 
repentance at what point is Jesus making                                        
I think that the point of Jesus is                                              
making but but I want to question your                                          
assumption before I say that would a                                            



child not understand repentance                                                 
obviously I don't know the exact age of                                         
these children but again let me even go                                         
back to my three-year-old grandson                                              
I think he's old enough to understand                                           
repentance you should not have done that                                        
tell mommy you're sorry and don't do                                            
that anymore                                                                    
three years old is old enough to                                                
understand that basic kind of behavioral                                        
issue if it was not then we would not                                           
discipline a three-year-old and if you                                          
do not discipline a three-year-old you                                          
end up with a quite a mess and by the                                           
way you should discipline when they're                                          
two years old because it makes three                                            
years old much better but I think I do                                          
want to question in that assumption                                             
about repentance I think that the point                                         
is that Jesus is making to the Jewish                                           
people is you've got to take things at                                          
face value this is what a child does                                            
this is the way a child receives                                                
something is at face value you and I                                            
don't necessarily receive things at face                                        
value if someone comes and provides                                             
something to us give something to us we                                         
we may be thinking why is he doing that                                         
why is she giving this what you know                                            
what's behind it what is it that they                                           
want or you know what are they trying to                                        
make up for what you know it's like it's                                        
the the proverbial you know the husband                                         
bringing flowers home from work and hey                                         
what have you done you know what are you                                        
saying I'm sorry for oh no yo you view                                          
of oh boy you know whatever and I think                                         
that the Jewish people needed to receive                                        
the kingdom at face value to take and                                           
say okay here's the revelation that has                                         
been given about the world about God                                            
about the Jewish people in about the                                            
kingdom and I'm just gonna take it like                                         
it is if the plain sense makes common                                           
sense I was take no other says otherwise                                        
I'll make nonsense that's the way a                                             
child receives something now it reminds                                         
me of John chapter 3 which I brought up                                         
earlier it's John let's see chapter                                             
12 where Jesus speaks of Nicodemus about                                        
the kingdom he says if I have told you                                          
earthly things and you believe not how                                          
shall you believe if I tell you heavenly                                        
things now how does this how does this                                          
reply or relate earthly things are let's                                        
make some assumptions here earthly                                              
things are the concrete the physical the                                        
scientifically verifiable so I tell you                                         
earthly things and you won't even accept                                        
that how in the world are you going to                                          
go on I tell you how what I think of                                            
every time I read that verse John                                               



chapter 3 verse 12 I think of those like                                        
Tim Keller who will not accept Genesis                                          
chapter 1 as as in in won't accept it as                                        
a child I mentioned it earlier teaching                                         
children that you know here's what God                                          
made on the first day and the second day                                        
and the third day in the fourth day 56                                          
day I'm a seventh day he rested I know                                          
how a child would receive that they                                             
would say oh you know okay I'm the                                              
fourth day God created you know the that                                        
wasn't the the creatures the land in the                                        
sea of the air in the sea and that's                                            
they would take it I know what a day is                                         
there was yesterday there's tomorrow                                            
there's today I know what a day is and                                          
that's how a child would receive that's                                         
the earthly things                                                              
now the theologians are the ones that                                           
don't receive that by the way it's not                                          
the not the man in the pew so to speak                                          
that doesn't receive them it's the Tim                                          
Keller since the theologians it's the                                           
smart guys it's the NT Wright who's                                             
always wrong and it's those guys that no                                        
no no no I'm not gonna take the plain                                           
easy common sense plane approach to                                             
Genesis chapter 1 it's poetic it's it's                                         
a giving a picture of walking into the                                          
temple it's about worship blah blah blah                                        
blah blah garbage garbage garbage if you                                        
will not accept earthly things if I've                                          
told you earthly things you'll not                                              
believe it how will you believe if I                                            
tell you                                                                        
heavenly things so the guys that won't                                          
get the basic things let's go back to                                           
your question here they won't get the                                           
basic things like there's going to be an                                        
earthly Kingdom Messiah is going to set                                         
it up Messiah is going to be the son of                                         
David Messiah is going to be the                                                
suffering servant but his soul will not                                         
see decay he will come and sit at my                                            
right hand until I make the enemies a                                           
footstool for your feet and then he will                                        
go and establish that Kingdom at the                                            
father's command if you won't accept                                            
those earthly things just in that                                               
childlike way I can't do anything for                                           
you                                                                             
I can't I can't help you out I think is                                         
what Jesus says so whosoever shall not                                          
receive the kingdom of God as a little                                          
child he shall not enter therein now I                                          
think that speaking of application I'm                                          
going to try to make one that's a bad                                           
application and I'll tell you that                                              
upfront the church today we're not about                                        
the kingdom there were not promised the                                         
kingdom but most the illusions today                                            
can't even accept the basic things of                                           



the kingdom in fact they look at those                                          
like the Apostles and the Apostles                                              
accepted the things of the kingdom as a                                         
child they just said the throne of David                                        
is going to be restored when is it gonna                                        
be restored I don't know I'd like it for                                        
it to be now and when it does you know                                          
beat your swords into plowshares we                                             
don't need the swords anymore war will                                          
be a thing of the past the mountains                                            
will drip with sweet wine and we'll be                                          
having this time of abundance and                                               
freedom and a blessing and that's the                                           
way they accepted it and the theologians                                        
today say those buffoons those country                                          
Hicks man they didn't know anything they                                        
should have gone to the seminary I went                                         
to and we're so much there's so much                                            
more wise than they are so I think                                              
that's the message to Israel is take it                                         
plain and simple just like you've been                                          
doing now if you as you study the                                               
Gospels closely what you find is those                                          
in Galilee basically did that those in                                          
Galilee followed Jesus and said you know                                        
Hosanna blessed is he who comes in the                                          
name of the Lord it was the the upper                                           
crust Ashkelon in the city                                                      
of Jerusalem with all of the yeshiva                                            
seminaries that strayed away from that                                          
that didn't take it as a child and there                                        
you know it was the people like the                                             
Sadducees who wouldn't even accept the                                          
resurrection and so just or the the                                             
Pharisees who had you know hop into                                             
partnership with the Romans if it helped                                        
them because they didn't really trust                                           
the Messiah was going to carry all of                                           
that out so that I hope that helps I                                            
think the point is Jesus Jesus is making                                        
is the kingdom is a pretty simple thing                                         
take it as that take the kingdom for                                            
what it is and then you'll understand                                           
the kingdom I wish a lot of people would                                        
do that today Pastor Rick out and Fresno                                        
this is as a theologian on this Monday                                          
glad you have been with us and we                                               
continue to take your questions got I                                           
don't know three or four more here if                                           
you've got to ask more put it in will                                           
catch to it but Pastor Rick out in                                              
Fresno's on YouTube unless I read it                                            
incorrectly you see the day of Christ as                                        
the day of the Lord in your book on the                                         
rapture do you still take that                                                  
possession position if I am incorrect                                           
how do you see the day of Christ you                                            
know let me let me defer just a little                                          
bit if I can find the place to send you                                         
to if you go to Randy white ministries                                          
and find the Taos prophecy conference                                           
for to 2020 and one of these sessions I                                         



tell you what we are going to before                                            
this program is out on this page we are                                         
going to make a link to the Taos                                                
prophecy conference let's see let's look                                        
at Brian Ross on Taos FBC there we go                                           
this link is a little hard to find but                                          
we will find it now the reason I say                                            
this link is because                                                            
there is a downloadable set of outlines                                         
right here Willy to put those outlines                                          
or get that there's also a copy of the                                          
mystery chart that we will get put on                                           
there and there's also a place that for                                         
the bound sets which you can buy I                                              
believe is there there you go $11.99                                            
with a five star review and we thank you                                        
Billy wait caster for that so in that                                           
Brian Ross and David Reed makes some                                            
very good arguments about what the day                                          
of Christ is and what the day of the                                            
Lord is and the day of Christ being the                                         
the the church's equivalent if you will                                         
to the day of the Lord that does come                                           
back and affect my little book on the                                           
rapture but I'm not sure that it affects                                        
the bottom line of what I said so I need                                        
to go back to that and see if I need to                                         
reword that a little chapter on first                                           
Thessalonians chapter 2 because I did                                           
take the day of Christ to be the rapture                                        
and I think Brian Ross and David Reed                                           
give a good argument that the day of                                            
Christ is not the rapture it it again                                           
does not affect the pre-trib conclusion                                         
that you make out of chapter 2 it just                                          
changes the way you get there and I need                                        
to put that down in a in part and let's                                         
see what would it be                                                            
the revised the Revised Standard Version                                        
of why I am a pre-tribulational                                                 
premillennialists and you should be too                                         
and I think I would if I recall I've got                                        
passages in there of from first                                                 
Corinthians chapter 15 like in a moment                                         
in the twinkling of an eye which I no                                           
longer see is the rapture and so it                                             
needs an update                                                                 
you know what happens along the way as                                          
you study the Word of God is you print                                          
things and then you question the                                                
assumptions and you thought you question                                        
the assumptions before but then you the                                         
more you study the                                                              
you learn something and the more you                                            
have to go back and say oh wait a minute                                        
let me fix this and change this just a                                          
little bit I was visiting recently with                                         
a biographer of John Nelson Darby who                                           
had put out a previous version he said                                          
you know I've got some mistakes in that                                         
that aren't right and they have been now                                        
proven to be incorrect we got to get                                            



this updated we got to get this                                                 
corrected to have some things out there                                         
don't ever I say this maybe in my own                                           
defense but I really mean to say it more                                        
broadly I it doesn't bother me if                                               
someone used to hold one position and                                           
now holds another position that to me is                                        
just human life and growth and they're                                          
there they're still learning what                                               
bothers me is some who will just not                                            
even look at an issue there so I                                                
appreciate that I appreciate you                                                
pointing out the error of my ways                                               
Pastor Rick god bless you Tony on the                                           
youtubes dr. white I'm also of the                                              
unpopular opinion that Luke was not a                                           
I come to it I wish I could could walk                                          
you through and show you solidly I've                                           
done some study before but I didn't                                             
write it down and it's been a while and                                         
so my brain needs to go back and say                                            
okay let's do this day again and prove                                          
that Luke was not a Gentile but I think                                         
that the the arguments for his Gentile                                          
status by the way are pretty weak                                               
arguments they are well he's got a he's                                         
got a Greek name well okay so does so                                           
does Paul and Paul's clearly a Jew so                                           
does Stephen and Stephen was a Helenus                                          
Jew so do all of those                                                          
if you want to call them deacons                                                
whatever you want you've got in Acts                                            
chapter 6 so they've all got Greek mass                                         
so you know what what is it a Greek name                                        
it is not a Greek name you know I've got                                        
I don't know a Welsh name a German name                                         
I don't know where Wren it comes from                                           
Randolph I think which means wolf killer                                        
or something like that and I don't even                                         
know if I've ever seen a wolf so you                                            
know the name that's that's a terribly                                          
weak argument well he writes to Gentiles                                        
Theophilus well again let's go to Luke                                          
chapter 1 and for as much as many as                                            
taken to set forth in order a                                                   
declaration of those things which are                                           
most surely believed among us even as                                           
they delivered them unto us which from                                          
the beginning were eyewitnesses and                                             
ministers now this right here haven't                                           
got to Theophilus yet or is Theophilus                                          
yes excuse me South Allah says in Acts                                          
chapter 1 but let me let me you have                                            
save that and then get come back right                                          
back here                                                                       
Theophilus we don't even know who the                                           
guy is and maybe there's not even a guy                                         
named Theophilus maybe it is old lover                                          
of God which is what the name means and                                         
maybe we should have translated it                                              
instead of transliterated it so the fact                                        
that he writes to a gentile against oh                                          



did paul if we're even right that he                                            
writes to a gentile i'm as far as i'm                                           
concerned he may have been writing too                                          
when he wrote the book of Acts to Jews                                          
Jewish believers Saints especially                                              
telling them let me tell you this                                               
transition that has taken place as a as                                         
a historian now going back here in Luke                                         
he says he uses some pronouns the things                                        
which are most surely believed among us                                         
now that wouldn't be a problem to say                                           
he's a Gentile because Gentiles could                                           
believe by the time that Luke is writing                                        
here and                                                                        
so but then he says even as they                                                
delivered them unto us Luke's got to be                                         
part of us which from the beginning were                                        
eyewitnesses and ministers of the word                                          
now here it depends on how you translate                                        
it is are the are the eyewitnesses and                                          
ministered they that delivered or are                                           
the are us part of the eyewitnesses now                                         
if you look at the Youngs literal they                                          
did deliver to us who be from the                                               
beginning became eyewitnesses so young's                                        
literal certainly takes the us as                                               
eyewitnesses                                                                    
so eyewitnesses and officers of the word                                        
again the grammar might let you go                                              
either way and you have to make an                                              
interpretation here but it sure looks                                           
like the easiest grammar is to say Luke                                         
was an eyewitness well Jesus was you                                            
know was Luke the Gentile following                                             
Jesus around while Jesus is saying don't                                        
go to the Gentiles kind of kind of hard                                         
to put that together right I think that                                         
what you have is you have to go through                                         
a bunch of clues that like this to say                                          
you know this walks like a duck quacks                                          
like a duck swims like a duck I think                                           
this thing's a duck and you begin to                                            
build all that evidence there to say you                                        
know what I think that Luke is actually                                         
a Gentile you know you get mmm where is                                         
it romans in the book of romans what                                            
advantage hath the Jew it says to them                                          
have been delivered the Oracles of God I                                        
think that God when he inspired his word                                        
he inspired it using Jewish authors we                                          
have our scriptures from the Jews you                                           
you can build that argument even without                                        
Luke is okay there's a separate argument                                        
that says Luke excuse me this says                                              
we got our scriptures from Jewish pins                                          
therefore because Luke and acts is a                                            
pretty big part of the New Testament                                            
Luke must be a Jew so evidence that                                             
looks like Luke's the Jew evidence that                                         
looks like we got our scriptures from                                           
the Jews therefore Luke must be a Jew a                                         
brief rundown now why why do people even                                        



want to argue that Luke's a Gentile I                                           
suppose because kind of we don't want to                                        
be left out there's a little bit in                                             
estes as you know there's got to be one                                         
gentile in there right i mean wha and                                           
that doesn't bother me I'm not I'm not                                          
concerned you know if God wanted to                                             
deliver the word through penguins I'm                                           
okay with it I've got the Word of God                                           
I'm I celebrate it and go with it                                               
I think the Word of God teaches that it                                         
that God was dealing with the Jewish                                            
people to the Jew first He gave His Word                                        
to the Jew and we have been then as                                             
Gentiles blessed by it and we see Paul                                          
told us in Romans 15 verse 27 it hath                                           
pleased them and their debtors they are                                         
for here's the part I want you to look                                          
at if the Gentiles have been made                                               
partakers of their spiritual things                                             
they're Gentiles duty is also to                                                
minister to them the Jews in carnal                                             
fleshly physical things now again what                                          
you've got here                                                                 
the Gentiles have been made partakers of                                        
Jewish spiritual things again the stuff                                         
we have spiritually came from the Jews                                          
we have been made partakers of their                                            
spiritual things and again take Luke and                                        
acts out of the New Testament you've                                            
taken quite a chunk of real estate out                                          
of that thing I mean the New Testament                                          
is considerably smaller with no                                                 
can acts and so this just this is their                                         
spiritual things that we the Gentiles                                           
have been made partakers of and gives us                                        
a pretty strong word here then their                                            
duty is to minister also unto the Jews                                          
in carnal things in fleshly things I                                            
think specifically he's talking about                                           
the Gentile caring of the Jewish Saints                                         
as the in the offering and whatnot that                                         
was taking place there but I'm not so                                           
sure it doesn't have some degree of                                             
application into this day appreciate                                            
that thank you it is an unpopular                                               
opinion and I suppose because you know                                          
we just got to have a Gentile in there                                          
right and carry that out thank you Tony                                         
and Ryan gives an update on our friend                                          
Brian Ross his first video on the                                               
subject of Saints and there will be                                             
another one that definitely Brian Ross                                          
then because he doesn't do anything                                             
haphazardly there's always multiple                                             
sessions of it filled with details so I                                         
look forward to looking into that also                                          
from Pastor Rick I had a lady claimed                                           
she was a prophetess and had a prophecy                                         
for me                                                                          
do you believe someone could be a                                               
prophet today in any way since we have a                                        



closed Canon of Scripture no I don't I                                          
think that it's easy for people to to                                           
get caught up in this I am convinced by                                         
the way that I could go just a couple                                           
blocks down here to the Taos Plaza and                                          
the Taos Plaza has the gathering and                                            
people from all around the world                                                
especially on a Saturday morning in the                                         
in the spring summer and fall season                                            
where they have the farmers market and                                          
everybody comes down and they sell their                                        
their honey and their vegetables and                                            
their                                                                           
you know dead lambs and things like that                                        
all of it sold right there                                                      
and I mean it like you know butchered                                           
lamb meat and didn't want to give the                                           
wrong idea we're not like sacrificing                                           
lambs in the Taos Plaza as a matter of                                          
fact there's a cross right in the middle                                        
of the plaza because we're I have a very                                        
Christian heritage with some minor                                              
footnotes there but get every kind of                                           
can I say kook and loon gathered                                                
together and there's a lady there that                                          
tells fortunes I am pretty convinced                                            
that with a little help from the                                                
wardrobe department and the blessing of                                         
my bald head I could set up a prophecy                                          
telling booth and I could be who was it                                         
everybody in the room here is too young                                         
to help me current Karnak there it is                                           
Carnac the magnificent I could be Carnac                                        
the magnificent you guys can google it                                          
I could be Carnac the magnificent and I                                         
could do a pretty good job better than                                          
even Johnny Carson because I've worked                                          
with people for all my life and I can I                                         
can read people pretty well and I can                                           
know the general stuff that fits and I                                          
could make a decent side income Saturday                                        
mornings at the farmers market in Taos                                          
New Mexico now the people who went away                                         
would say oh wow that man is so                                                 
insightful how did he know and honestly                                         
I would just be making it up I might                                            
have if I had a little curtain back                                             
there then I would have Corey and Nathan                                        
there as soon as I asked the name I                                             
would have them googling and going on                                           
Facebook and telling me oh hi in the ear                                        
you know your sister she she just had a                                         
baby                                                                            
didn't she girl is a girl I can make up                                         
lots of stupid stuff now                                                        
I think that it's so easy to be caught                                          
up in that that there are people who                                            
think they have a prophetic word for us                                         
they think that it is from God and they                                         
have been in church settings that all of                                        
their life had twice a year a series on                                         
how to hear from God and I am pretty                                            



convinced if we go to the website here                                          
and let's just put right here how to                                            
hear from God there it goes                                                     
and what we got here's Charles Stanley                                          
how I hear God's voice                                                          
here's Kyla limo                                                                
I'm sure she's quite the theologian on                                          
this is how I learned to hear God's                                             
voice here's who's the guy out of                                               
Amarillo marriage today how to hear God                                         
speak at least two out of the three are                                         
fairly reputable you know one is                                                
conservative Southern Baptist with a                                            
great reputation and for Bible teaching                                         
either even one is charismatic mega                                             
church pastor and one's probably just a                                         
youtube kook but here you you know                                              
crosswalk comm there's a mainline I                                             
thought I was showing that to you I                                             
wasn't there sorry about that                                                   
there there's those three right there                                           
crosswalk com that's a mainline                                                 
evangelical web site how to hear God's                                          
voice ten ways to know that it's him                                            
let's just look at this very briefly                                            
because this is the kind of stuff that                                          
they have cut their teeth on that there                                         
has been their diet recognized that God                                         
has created you for close friendship                                            
with himself kumbaya my lord sorry I got                                        
to get rid of all the pop-up ads                                                
consider your motives for wanting to                                            
hear from God ah you got to have that                                           
right motive there make your goal more                                          
than just hearing from God know that                                            
you're important to God don't try to                                            
force God to tell you                                                           
something recognized that God                                                   
communicates in many forms but most                                             
often through your mind not through the                                         
Bible but through your mind renew your                                          
mind invite the Living Word not the                                             
paper word but the Living Word to help                                          
you read the written word recognize                                             
God's voice among all others set aside                                          
set aside time regularly to listen for                                          
God's messages now if you think we could                                        
go back and analyze those you think                                             
about those that's ten points that say                                          
absolutely nothing how to how to hear                                           
from God regularly it doesn't tell you                                          
how to hear from God regularly because                                          
the author Whitney hablar doesn't know                                          
how to hear from God regularly because                                          
she's never heard from God unless you                                           
read it in the Bible but this is the                                            
kind of theological psychobabble that                                           
has has been delivered for so long in                                           
the church that I would venture to say                                          
85% of the church maybe more would not                                          
question that at all                                                            
they'd say yeah that's exactly what you                                         



need to do so coming back here to the                                           
question you've got this prophet you                                            
know suppose prophetess she really                                              
thinks she's hearing a word from God                                            
because she she read Whitney hablar and                                         
and she you know heard from Jimmy                                               
whoever it is the pastor in Amarillo the                                        
megachurch pastor and Charles Stanley                                           
and all this you know here's how to hear                                        
from God here's how to hear from God she                                        
had her quiet time and she took just                                            
like Sarah young you know the piece of                                          
paper and listen for you know Jesus                                             
calling and and hearing from God and and                                        
that has been parentage so many times                                           
that this poor lady who thinks she's a                                          
prophetess actually thinks she's a                                              
prophetess and it maybe is a little bit                                         
of a mental illness that has been given                                         
to her by the church and so it's a                                              
deficiency of thinking nonetheless now I                                        
think the the crux of the matter and you                                        
got to it here the crux of the matter is                                        
is this the complete Word of God                                                
speaking of the Bible here let me get a                                         
there we go                                                                     
that like space is this the complete                                            
Word of God                                                                     
not if it is the complete Word of God is                                        
this right here able to make us perfect                                         
thoroughly equipped for every good work                                         
if it is then I don't need to know how                                          
to hear from God regularly I need to                                            
regularly go into the Word of God as a                                          
matter of fact I strongly discourage you                                        
from having a quiet time because a quiet                                        
time is based upon 10 ways to hear from                                         
God regularly what I would encourage you                                        
to do is have Bible study personal Bible                                        
study and don't as it says here fit set                                         
aside as my button went off there number                                        
10 was set aside time regularly to                                              
listen for God's messages don't set                                             
aside time to regularly study the Word                                          
of God and that will be a rich blessing                                         
for you now for the lady who thinks                                             
she's a prophetess it's going to be very                                        
hard to convince her otherwise I think                                          
you should try but it's gonna be very                                           
very very difficult to do so and I don't                                        
know the best approach probably depends                                         
on the relationship there sometimes                                             
maybe I'm a little rude in the in a                                             
matter because I can I don't mean to be                                         
rude I mean to be blunt and lovingly                                            
blunt I would say and you know I would                                          
spend from Natalie's Ascan through them                                         
if they're willing to make some progress                                        
but if they're not you know I'm gonna                                           
say something like hey I'll receive your                                        
prophecy but if you're wrong according                                          
to the Bible I got a stone you when it's                                        



done so I need a disclaimer here I need                                         
you to sign this paper saying hey if he                                         
kills me at I you know it's biblical I                                          
authorized him thereby to do it I might                                         
be a little blunt by it like that                                               
through there okay thank you and that's                                         
a good word that's why I stopped writing                                        
in my Bible next thing you know I had                                           
heresy all over the pages                                                       
and so true as pastor drew who's with us                                        
here if you watched when I was at Salem                                         
Baptist Church and pastor Drew had a                                            
whole bunch of things cut out of his                                            
Bible not the Bible part of it just the                                         
notes he had written and found out later                                        
whoops that's wrong and it happens over                                         
and over Michael has a question and                                             
we've got a few questions here in the in                                        
the queue that we will take and cue by                                          
the way is a word with the letter Q                                             
followed by random silent letters just                                          
waiting in line so we've got some                                               
questions in the queue we'll take all of                                        
those but we'll cut it off there Michael                                        
we'll take the rest of the questions                                            
tomorrow                                                                        
what do you now think changed in a                                              
moment in the twinkling of an eye means                                         
this goes to first Corinthians is it                                            
verse 52 in a moment in the twinkling of                                        
the eye at the last Trump for the                                               
trumpet of the trumpet shall sound of                                           
the dead in Christ shall be raised now I                                        
think that this we here is not the                                              
church but actually the Jewish people                                           
this is not referring to the rapture but                                        
the second coming which is the last                                             
Trump when the trumpet shall sound and                                          
the first resurrection the dead shall be                                        
raised incorruptible back up just a                                             
little bit here to verse 50 flesh and                                           
blood cannot inherit the kingdom                                                
this is excuse me this is this is the                                           
problem he sets forth flesh and blood                                           
cannot inherit the kingdom now you and I                                        
in the church are not set to inherit the                                        
kingdom the kingdom is the inheritance                                          
of the nation of Israel and so the                                              
nation of Israel has this problem that                                          
flesh and blood cannot inherit the                                              
kingdom and so he tells us a mystery and                                        
that mystery is not the                                                         
same as the mystery of Paul's mystery of                                        
the gospel that we would talk about a                                           
different mystery this mystery is we the                                        
Jewish people shall not all sleep but we                                        
shall all be changed in a moment in the                                         
twinkling of an eye at the last Trump so                                        
what I believe is the nation of Israel                                          
is going to be transformed they're going                                        
to have their immediate experience of                                           
being brought into a resurrected body so                                        



that they can then inherit their kingdom                                        
because flesh and blood cannot inherit                                          
the kingdom now that reminds me then of                                         
our example of the mugs that I so often                                         
give and I need to put this on the                                              
website where you can get one of each                                           
mugs so that you can do this at home but                                        
these mugs are the same right                                                   
no they're not the same that which is                                           
similar is not the same you have to                                             
totally look all the way around to come                                         
to determine what it is that you've got                                         
here the things that are similar are not                                        
the same so this is very similar to the                                         
rapture that's why it was so easy for me                                        
and others to jump in Zillow that's the                                         
rapture you've got the same thing in                                            
Matthew chapter 24 it's like you know in                                        
the days of Noah one will be left and                                           
one will be taken oh that's similar to                                          
the rapture and we immediately jump to                                          
rapture but it's not rapture and we end                                         
up with some challenges when we do that                                         
thanks Michael for bringing that up                                             
there on Facebook how was King David's                                          
sin of murder and adultery Uriah and                                            
Bathsheba not given the remedy of death                                         
a smart friend said because of God's                                            
covenant with him so a murderer and an                                          
adulterer according to the law was to be                                        
put to death you're exactly right                                               
how did King David get around that that                                         
good question I think that we should                                            
study the law especially of murder and                                          
adultery and capital punishment very                                            
closely to make sure that we are                                                
interpreting it all correctly because                                           
Jesus did catch the woman in adultery                                           
and said go and sin no more and so was                                          
there some kind of a circumstance that                                          
would allow them to continue to live now                                        
in doing that study which obviously we                                          
will not do right now but in doing that                                         
study probably I would go into some                                             
Jewish sources Jewish experts on the law                                        
and I would ask them this very question                                         
you know how come David according to the                                        
law he's living according to the law how                                        
come he wasn't put to death and I would                                         
want to see what the rabbi's say now                                            
they're Jewish rabbis they make mistakes                                        
just like you know preachers do so I                                            
wouldn't take it as the gospel truths                                           
but I sure would like to know what is it                                        
that they're teaching and thinking out                                          
there I can tell you that we kind of                                            
miss out on a lot when we don't read                                            
rabbinical interpretation of the Old                                            
Testament because they have taken over                                          
you know they've had a lot of time to do                                        
this and they have taken every possible                                         
contingency and you know this and that                                          



and because of that they've come up with                                        
some weird things but they've also come                                         
up with some intriguing insights so                                             
again excuse me                                                                 
I would want to look at at that and see                                         
is there some means of interpretation or                                        
did David just somehow set himself above                                        
the law and should he have set himself                                          
above the law and should we condemn him                                         
for setting himself above the law what                                          
should our approach be there I I think                                          
it's a it's an excellent question of                                            
worthy of worthy of further study Sarah                                         
now was it because of God's covenant                                            
with him he certainly was God                                                   
annointed at this point and it is very                                          
possible that that's true                                                       
but the one thing that I would want to                                          
to consider Xan                                                                 
or maybe maybe two things some                                                  
implications it was God's covenant with                                         
him but that didn't stop God from saying                                        
you can't build the temple so and                                               
furthermore it didn't stop David from                                           
later dying because it's one of his sons                                        
that's going to set up on the throne now                                        
at that point that son hadn't been born                                         
so maybe it's Solomon hadn't been born                                          
and it was kind of come through the line                                        
of Solomon so maybe it does have to do                                          
with God's covenant the other issue then                                        
is was God in a covenant with a woman                                           
caught in adultery you know why didn't                                          
why did why wasn't she put to death                                             
through that so a lot of a lot of stuff                                         
to put in the pot there and study it and                                        
all that let me just say in summary                                             
fashion that almost all Bible study                                             
leads to you know 10:15 roads out there                                         
that if you're going to do it right you                                         
have to go down and too many times we                                           
want quick and simple answers                                                   
unfortunately I think Sara you've got an                                        
excellent question that we ought to dig                                         
into more carefully here let's see I'm a                                        
gene up in Wisconsin since the Lord's                                           
Supper is a remembrance not an ordinance                                        
what is the meaning and the warning of                                          
first Corinthians chapter 11 verses 28                                          
through 30 that's the passage of                                                
Scripture which says let no man examine                                         
and let a man examine himself and so let                                        
him eat of that bread and drink of that                                         
Cup for he that eateth and drinketh                                             
unworthily eateth and drinketh damnation                                        
to himself not discerning the Lord's                                            
body for this cause many are weak and                                           
sickly among you and many sleep I was                                           
actually thinking about this just this                                          
morning didn't know you were gonna ask                                          
the question and                                                                
thinking of it in a slightly different                                          



manner I do believe it's not an                                                 
ordinance we are not commanded to take                                          
the Lord's Supper if we were commanded                                          
to do it I think we better figure out                                           
exactly when where and how we're                                                
commanded to do it                                                              
I agree that it is a remembrance a                                              
memorial not an ordinance our church                                            
just yesterday took part in that                                                
memorial supper now what I was going                                            
through my mind this morning is that                                            
this passage of Scripture 1st                                                   
Corinthians 11:28 through 30 so often is                                        
used and taught and applied in the                                              
church and yet I don't know of a single                                         
instance or a single pastor who would                                           
say yeah that happened in my church ah                                          
you know we've got you know brother                                             
brother brother Matthews I mean he he                                           
took the cup on worthily and he was dead                                        
before dusk I've never heard of it                                              
happening so because and and as well it                                         
was a rare occurrence but I want you to                                         
notice he says for this cause many are                                          
weak and sickly among you and many sleep                                        
I suppose every one of us on the                                                
audience today would have a hard time                                           
coming up with one name would that we                                           
could say it was because they took the                                          
supper in an unworthy manner that they                                          
are dead so I think then what you have                                          
to do is dig into and say there must be                                         
a dispensational issue here and there                                           
were some dispensational issues at the                                          
church at corinth which means everything                                        
at corinth doesn't apply today for                                              
example we know that in corinth they                                            
were still under the age of speaking in                                         
tongues under the age of giving                                                 
prophecies and all of that in first                                             
corinthians and the the issues that they                                        
were dealing with there are issues that                                         
we're not dealing with today because of                                         
dispensational issues so we can say the                                         
dispensational ii there's something we                                          
have to divide out of first screen                                              
we didn't want to take all the first                                            
Corinthians and apply it directly to                                            
today otherwise we're teaching people                                           
the proper manner of speaking in tongues                                        
and we don't do that because we believe                                         
tongues has have ceased as Paul                                                 
prophesied that they would so we begin                                          
to pull then and say okay could this be                                         
- the Jewish Saint given to them now                                            
again I want you to notice that it says                                         
in verse 29 he that eateth and drinketh                                         
unworthily eateth and drinketh damnation                                        
unto himself do we really believe that                                          
you can fall from grace do we believe                                           
that you're gonna lose your salvation                                           
because we don't we've got to stop and                                          



consider what's up here now I want to                                           
point out a few of my notes here on the                                         
left side of your screen this ominous                                           
warning must be considered closely is a                                         
believer who takes the Supper unworthily                                        
guilty of the death of Christ the                                               
testimony is stronger in verse 29                                               
speaking of damnation to the one who                                            
eats and drinks unworthily how does this                                        
go with grace and eternal security why                                          
were the Corinthians thick and dying by                                         
taking the Lord's Supper unworthily a                                           
few important comments personal                                                 
examination is said to be the remedy for                                        
this problem expressed in verses 28                                             
through 31 since we are not saved nor do                                        
we continue in our salvation based upon                                         
our personal examination then loss of                                           
salvation cannot be in view secondly the                                        
word damnation is based upon a word                                             
Greek word that always requires                                                 
interpretation the word does not                                                
inherently imply condemnation to hell as                                        
our English word damnation does the use                                         
of the word Middle English that's the                                           
King James Version era meant the fact of                                        
being condemned by judicial sentence it                                         
did not necessarily involve hell the                                            
root word is used several times in this                                         
passage including discerning and judged                                         
condemned condemnation does not imply                                           
damnation to hell and these usages both                                         
Young's literal and Darby use the word                                          
judgment                                                                        
going on note that the examination was                                          
not on their spiritual worth but up on                                          
the manner in which they observed the                                           
supper the condemnation towards the                                             
Corinthians is that they were not                                               
discerning the Lord's body that is they                                         
had so combined the Lord's Supper with a                                        
regular meal that it was                                                        
indistinguishable note because the                                              
Lord's body is connected both to the                                            
physical body of Jesus and the previous                                         
verses and the body of Christ as in the                                         
church beginning in verse 11 this                                               
condemnation could be that the                                                  
corinthian church in its agape feasts                                           
was not discerning the value of each                                            
member of the body now let's look at my                                         
notes on verse 30 as well which says                                            
having resolved that taking the Supper                                          
unworthily does not condemn one to hell                                         
we now encounter another problem does                                           
God judge believers with sickness and                                           
death if they take the Lord's Supper in                                         
an unworthy manner clearly God was doing                                        
so among the Corinthians however the                                            
sign gifts were still normative among                                           
the Corinthians in no other place in                                            
Paul's epistles is such immediate                                               



judgment for sin displayed it appears                                           
that the experience of the Corinthians                                          
was similar to the experience of Ananias                                        
and Sapphira which is also not something                                        
experienced in the church today it is my                                        
conviction that the personal judgments                                          
of God stopped in 70 AD with the                                                
absolute end of the Kingdom offer                                               
because such judgments were kingdom                                             
related so in this age of the church                                            
there is a silence of God as he allows                                          
mankind to live unfit live unfettered                                           
from individual or national judgment                                            
note this does not mean that sin has no                                         
consequences first the natural                                                  
consequences of sin are still in effect                                         
second the ultimate consequences of sin                                         
are either taken care of in the cross or                                        
sentenced to hell and third there are                                           
Kingdom consequences related to rewards                                         
that maybe was more of a mouthful than                                          
you planned but the bottom line is I                                            
think we've got a dispensational issue                                          
here I think that this can be equated to                                        
the same thing that would happen to                                             
Ananias and Sapphira and does not happen                                        
today appreciate that                                                           
and let's see here I think I think we                                           
got it all here and I appreciate that                                           
you know cliff mentions I haven't                                               
followed the whole conversation here                                            
but cliff mentions having a Criswell                                            
Study Bible I've got one right over                                             
there I can't get to it and mine happens                                        
to be signed by waa Criswell himself you                                        
can't get those anymore as a matter of                                          
fact you can't get the Criswell Study                                           
Bible anymore and the Crystal Study                                             
Bible was actually a pretty good Study                                          
Bible not perfect I don't know of any of                                        
any of them you know I used a Scofield I                                        
use Bollinger and I disagree with both                                          
of them and I disagree with Chris well                                          
on some but I wish for one it was back                                          
out in publication because it would give                                        
another option for that and krismo was a                                        
pretty good dispensationalist as a                                              
Southern Baptist and the most famous                                            
Southern Baptists there was during the                                          
60s 70s even I would say into the 80s                                           
and I would say that if w Criswell was                                          
preaching today he probably never would                                         
get beyond pickles gap Baptist Church                                           
out you know at the corner of 3rd and                                           
main of pickles Gap Arkansas is there                                           
pickles gap Arkansas I don't know I just                                        
made all that up but he he wouldn't have                                        
a place today at the table because his                                          
preaching really was just what I                                                
described earlier not a placate you read                                        
his sermon transcripts and there got                                            
great content and then he comes and says                                        



well my time is up we'll see you next                                           
Sunday Sermons over let's have an                                               
invitation that's what he did that that                                         
was preaching back in those days and it                                         
was considered the pinnacle of preaching                                        
the best of Southern Baptist preaching                                          
and if Southern Baptist had W a Chris                                           
Wells today they wouldn't be in a heap                                          
of a mess that they are in today so much                                        
in a mess that you can decide for                                               
yourself I've decided it's not worth it                                         
just                                                                            
run and move on okay now I think I think                                        
we're out of time I think we're done                                            
this has been Monday I'm asked the                                              
theologian I look forward to being back                                         
with you Tuesday we'll have a full                                              
broadcast schedule this week with our                                           
Wednesday night study on Haggai or                                              
Thursday night study on Galatians and                                           
all through the week it'll be a blessing                                        
to take your biblical theological and                                           
worldview questions if you'd like to                                            
send them in an advance do it at                                                
question at Randy white ministries dot                                          
RG and you know what I just promised I                                          
just remembered that I promised someone                                         
we had a question we were gonna look                                            
into on Monday that I needed some time                                          
and I forgot it                                                                 
come stay tuned for Tuesday we'll get to                                        
it god bless you thank you you're                                               
dismissed                                                                       
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


